LOUDONVILLE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
374 Loudon Road  Loudonville, NY 12211  518.434.6051  www.lcs.org

School Supply List for Sixth Grade
-a Bible with a concordance and no tabs (if the Bible doesn’t have a concordance in it, get a separate one- don't
buy a new Bible) (Please note: for verse memorization tests, we will use an NIV edition prior to 2010 which is
available online.) 10.00
-small Merriam Webster dictionary (to keep in your desk) 6.00
-2 boxes of tissues and 1 small hand sanitizer $2.00 total
-several blue or black pens; some red pens, several #2 pencils and mechanic pencils; large eraser- $4.00 total
-scissors, colored pencils (8-pack is fine) 2.00 total
-basic calculator (not a graphing one), 6.00
-compass and a clear protractor set- a small protractor, larger protractor and compass in a small case. $3-$4
- 12-inch ruler with metric also (make sure the inch side has lines of various size- 1/8, 1/16 -$1.00
-1 pencil case that holds the pens, pencils, scissors, colored pencils, eraser, math supplies (except the ruler)
$1.00
-loose leaf paper and graph paper -$3.00
-3 two-pocket folders with fasteners filled with 20 sheets of notebook paper (AAM/Writing, Country Report
and Music) $4.00
-1 two-subject notebooks (Science and SS notes) $2.00 total
-1 three-subject notebook (Math notes) $2.00
- 7 pocket folders: $5.00 total
-a binder with 4 binder dividers for math and 4 for the other subjects: $5.00
-an inexpensive flash drive (1-2gb should be fine) $5.00
-two clear-front three-hole report covers $2.00
-large tri-fold display board -$6.00
-art smock (Put your name on it: the best is a long-sleeved, plastic smock-the longer the better; long-sleeved
shirts are ok.) (Don’t need to buy)
-spiral bound sketch book for art (Last year's is ok if less than half full) 8-1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12", 70#weight
4 packages of index cards-$1.00
Box of zip lock bags- 1.00
1 container of disinfection wipes (wipe off desks after lunch and during virus season)-2.00
Items that are not required, but could be helpful:
-some students find it helpful to have one math binder and one other binder. The second binder would hold all
other notebooks and folders, but one large binder that holds all of the subjects is fine.
- soft plastic or non-breakable water bottle that closes to be kept on the student’s desk during school for ---water only (using the water fountain is only allowed during breaks)
Shelves and other items to organize your locker

